Animal coloration is influenced by selection pressures associated with communication. During communication, signallers display traits that inform receivers and modify receiver behaviour in ways that benefit signallers. Here, we discuss how selection on signallers to convey different kinds of information influences animal phenotypes and genotypes. Specifically, we address the phenotypic and genetic consequences of communicating three different kinds of information: individual identity, behavioural strategy and quality. Previous work has shown signals that convey different kinds of information differ in terms of the (i) type of selection acting on signallers (e.g. directional, stabilizing, or negative frequency dependent), and (ii) developmental basis of signals (i.e. heritability, genetic architecture). These differences result in signals that convey different information having consistently different phenotypic properties, including the amount, modality and continuity of intraspecific variation. Understanding how communication influences animal phenotypes may allow researchers to quickly identify putative functions of colour variation prior to experimentation. Signals that convey different information will also have divergent evolutionary consequences. For example, signalling individual identity can increase genetic diversity, signalling quality may decrease diversity, and signalling strategy can constrain adaptation and contribute to speciation. Considering recent advances in genomic resources, our framework highlights new opportunities to resolve the evolutionary consequences of selection on communication across diverse taxa and signal types.
Introduction
Animal colours often function as signals. Signals are specially evolved traits that benefit signallers (i.e. the individuals displaying the trait) through their influence on the behaviour of receivers (i.e. the individuals perceiving the trait). Signallers benefit from receiver responses, so selection favours signaller phenotypes that effectively convey information to receivers [1] .
Selection for effective communication favours a strong link between perceivable signal variation and the information being conveyed. In the most obvious case, animals evolve signals that match the sensory abilities of receivers [1] . For example, the environment influences spectral sensitivity of cichlid visual systems, which in turn shapes ornament coloration in males [2] . Signal variation must also be correlated with information content. For example, signals used for species recognition during mate choice have high variation across species and low variation within species, because such signals will only be reliable if individuals within a species look the same [3, 4] . In contrast, high within-species variation is expected for signals used to facilitate individual recognition because individual identity signals are most effective when different individuals have unique phenotypes [5, 6] .
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Two primary factors affect how communication influences signaller phenotypes and genotypes: the type of selection acting on signallers and the developmental basis of signalling traits. Depending on the kind of information signallers broadcast, signal traits may experience stabilizing, directional, or negative-frequency dependent selection [3] (box 1). These different forms of selection have profound effects on patterns of genomic variation underlying signal evolution. For example, intraspecific variation will be lower when signal phenotypes experience stabilizing selection than when they experience negative frequency-dependent selection. The development of signals (heritability, genetic architecture) will also influence how signals respond to selection. For example, negative frequency-dependent selection acting on individual identity signals will have broader genomic consequences if signal development is influenced by many, independently segregating loci than if signal development is influenced by epistatic interactions in a small cluster of genes.
In this review, our goal is to move beyond the intuitive relationship between information content and signal variation to (i) quantify the properties of different signal types, and (ii) develop a testable suite of predictions about how signal function influences animal phenotypes and genotypes. Specifically, we develop a general framework for how intraspecific communication influences animal phenotypes and genotypes by contrasting signals that convey three different kinds of information: individual identity, quality and behavioural strategy, all of which occur as colour-based signals in a variety of animal taxa ( figure 1 and table 1 ). Colour-based signals can convey many different types of information [1] . We focus on three signal types that have different selective pressures, development and evolutionary consequences because they exemplify the diverse outcomes of selection on animal signals. For each of the three signals we review what is known about (i) the type of selection acting on the signals, (ii) characteristic phenotypic variation (amount, modality and continuity of intraspecific variation), (iii) factors that influence signal development (heritability, condition-dependence and genetic architecture), and (iv) the broader evolutionary consequences of selection on signallers.
Signals versus cues
This review focuses on signals rather than cues. Signals and cues are similar in that both modify the behaviour of receivers.
The key difference between signals and cues is that signals benefit the signaller, while cues do not [1] . For example, the bright coloration of poison dart frogs signals unprofitability to predators. Signallers benefit by being brightly coloured because bright frogs are less likely to be attacked by predators than dull frogs [7] . In contrast, the CO 2 that animals exhale is a cue mosquitoes use to find blood meals. CO 2 modifies the behaviour of the receiver (mosquito), but the animal does not benefit through the change in receiver behaviour. Understanding the distinction between signals and cues is important because signals show signatures of adaptive evolution to facilitate receiver responses, while cues do not.
Individual identity signals
Individual identity signals are distinctive phenotypic characters that allow receivers to learn and discriminate specific individuals from among multiple social interactants. Receivers use identity signals for individual recognition and identity signals are expected to evolve when being confused with others has net costs [5, 8] . Identity signals are common in social contexts where there are repeated interactions between the same target individuals and also non-target individuals. Such situations include territoriality, dominance interactions, cooperation, reciprocity, providing parental care and pair-bonding [6, [9] [10] [11] .
(a) Type of selection Individual identity signals are predicted to spread through negative frequency-dependent selection [8] (box 1). Individuals with rare signal phenotypes are favoured by selection because they are less likely to be confused with other individuals than those with common signal phenotypes. Even relatively minor benefits associated with distinctiveness can lead to the evolution of highly variable identity signals as long as the phenotypes used for recognition are not overly costly to produce or maintain [5] .
Comparative work suggests that individual recognition selects for increased phenotypic diversity. In paper wasps, swallows and rodents, social behaviour that involves individual recognition is linked with increased phenotypic diversity [9] [10] [11] . This relationship is consistent with the hypothesis that social benefits of being individually recognizable favour rare phenotypes, thereby increasing phenotypic diversity in certain social contexts. Box 1. The type of natural selection influences the distribution of phenotypic or allelic variation within a population.
Directional selection-consistently favours one extreme of a phenotypic distribution. At the molecular level, directional selection is expected to reduce polymorphism via 'selective sweeps' of advantageous mutations. Stabilizing selection-favours mean trait values, thereby reducing the phenotypic variance of a population. At the molecular level, genetic diversity is reduced due to the selective loss of alleles underlying extreme phenotypes. Disruptive selection-also known as 'diversifying selection', is selection against mean trait values. This form of selection increases phenotypic variance, drives genomic divergence for loci that contribute to the trait at the molecular level and may lead to speciation. Balancing selection-encompasses a wide variety of selective processes (heterozygote advantage, frequencydependence, spatio-temporal variation in fitness, etc.), which lead to the maintenance of multiple alleles at frequencies not expected under neutrality. Frequency-dependent selection-occurs when the relative fitness of a trait depends on its frequency in the population.
Under negative frequency-dependent selection, rare alleles or phenotypes are favoured but their fitness declines as they become more common.
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Experimental evidence confirms that traits used for individual recognition are under negative frequency-dependent selection. In both paper wasps and guppies, individuals with rare phenotypes are favoured compared to individuals with more common phenotypes. Polistes fuscatus paper wasps have highly variable facial patterns that are used for individual recognition [12] . Wasps experimentally altered to have unique faces that are easy to discriminate receive less aggression than wasps with common, less distinguishable faces. Receiving aggression is costly, so these results indicate that individuals with unique phenotypes benefit by revealing their identity [13] . In guppies, males with rare body coloration benefit by receiving more mates than those with a more common appearance [14] . Guppies use body coloration for individual recognition, so the mating benefit may arise through identity signalling if rare guppies are easier to learn and remember than common guppies. Guppies with rare phenotypes also have a survival advantage, suggesting that predation may also favour phenotypic diversity [15] . Although it is clear that guppy coloration is under negative frequency-dependent selection, future work will be important to tease apart how identity signalling versus other selective pressures, like predation reduction, contribute to the benefits of looking unique.
(b) Type of variation
Because individual identity signals experience negative frequency-dependent selection, they are expected to be highly variable, have multimodal distributions of trait variance, and low correlations between component characters of the overall identity signature [5] . As predicted, traits used for individual recognition are strikingly variable and multimodal (figure 1a -c and figure 2a, [5, 12, 16] ). Further, in taxa that have been tested, there is low intercorrelation among component traits of identity signals [12, 17, 18] . In other social taxa, conspicuous, highly variable, multimodal phenotypes provide promising candidates for individual identity signals. Notable possibilities include coat colour in wolves and wild dogs as well as plumage patterns in territorial birds of prey.
(c) Development
Identity signals are predicted to occur as fixed phenotypes with high degrees of genetic determination [5] . The few parent -offspring analyses that have been conducted on individual identity signals demonstrate high heritability [17, 19] . Additionally, identity signals are expected to have low costs associated with their production and maintenance because phenotypes that are not costly will spread to a higher equilibrium frequency than more costly phenotypes [5] . As signals of identity are not predicted to be particularly costly, signal development will have low levels of condition dependence, as has been demonstrated in paper wasp facial patterns, rock hyrax calls and plumage coloration in male red-billed queleas [16, 17, 20] .
(d) Evolutionary consequences
Because individual identity signals are highly heritable traits under negative frequency-dependent selection, selection for identity signalling will maintain high levels of genetic diversity. Positive selection for signalling individual identity may have more widespread genetic effects than other cases of negative frequency-dependent selection because identity signalling favours increased variation in multiple, uncorrelated traits. Other examples of negative frequency-dependent selection maintain a limited number of morphs at stable ratios in the population [21] . Social selection for advertising individual identity will influence the genome, though precise effects are predicted to vary with the genetic architecture of the identity signals. Thus far, only two studies have explicitly measured how individual identity signals influence the genome. First, human facial features that signal individual identity are encoded by multiple, widely distributed loci. Facial features experience negative frequency-dependent selection, as loci that encode human faces have higher nucleotide diversity than loci associated with variation in height or neutral, intergenic variation [22] . Importantly, selection on human identity signals has broader effects on genomic diversity, as the genomic regions surrounding areas that code for face variation also have increased nucleotide diversity. In contrast, selection for identity signalling in mice has more limited genomic consequences. Mice use major urinary proteins (MUPs) as chemical signals of individual identity. Although variation in MUPs is maintained by negative frequencydependent selection, it has little overall effect on the genome because a small number of clustered loci produce the MUP signature [23] .
Future work should explore why the genetic mechanisms that underlie identity signal development vary across taxa. Are multiple mechanisms equally capable of producing identity signalling phenotypes such that the particular genetic mechanism is largely determined by chance? Or do signals 
Overall, theoretical and empirical work illustrates that individual identity signalling can increase genetic diversity. The effect of identity signalling on genetic diversity is likely to be more pronounced when identity signals are encoded by multiple, uncorrelated loci that are distributed throughout the genome. Future work on additional identity signalling systems will be useful to learn more about the genetic architecture of identity signals as well as the broader genomic consequences of negative frequency-dependent selection acting on identity signals.
Quality
Quality signals convey information about the overall phenotypic and genetic constitution of their bearers (e.g. physical condition, parental care abilities, territory quality, age, experience, good genes and freedom from disease) [1] . Many quality signals evolve by sexual selection and are used during aggressive and non-aggressive competition over mates [24] . Quality signals can also evolve, however, via non-sexual social selection (or social selection) on signals that are used during competition over non-mating resources [25] .
(a) Type of selection Most work suggests that sexually selected quality signals experience strong directional selection [26, 27] . Individuals that signal high quality are preferred during mate choice and are more likely to win contests than individuals that signal low quality [24] . Socially selected quality signals are also under directional selection. For example, paper wasps with facial patterns that signal high quality are more likely to win fights, and have higher survival, rank and reproductive success than paper wasps with facial patterns that signal low quality [28] (box 1).
While most data indicate that quality signals are under consistent, directional selection, selection on quality signals may actually be more complex. For example, the strength of sexual selection often varies across years and populations [27] . Further, the information content of many quality signals depends on the interaction between multiple signal components and/or modalities, which generates variation in selective pressure on individual signal components [29] . Even if quality signal phenotypes are under directional selection, the genotypes that underlie quality signals likely experience more complex selective pressures (see §4d).
(b) Variation
Quality signals display moderate levels of unimodally distributed phenotypic variation (e.g. figure 2b ). This pattern of variation is expected because (i) quality is a quantitative trait [30] and (ii) quality signals are costly to produce and/or maintain and individuals vary continuously in their ability to afford these signal-related costs [1] . Therefore, signals that reflect quality will also vary in a continuous, unimodal manner. As predicted, quality signals are unimodal, more variable than non-signalling traits, and less variable than individual identity signals [3, [31] [32] [33] [34] . There are a few examples of bimodal quality signals [35, 36] . Bimodality may occur when quality signals convey information about both quality and behavioural strategy. Quality signal development is influenced by the environment, especially condition. Phenotypic condition is influenced by diverse environmental and genetic factors, so linking quality signal elaboration to condition produces signals that capture broad information about an individual's overall constitution [31, 37, 38] . Empirical work in a range of taxa and signalling modalities illustrates that quality signals are more condition dependent than non-signalling traits [39] .
The heritability of quality signals is more controversial. On the one hand, heritable variation can be quickly extinguished when traits are under strong directional selection [40] . On the other hand, polygenic traits can maintain genetic variance in the face of strong selection, especially when there are non-additive epistatic effects [30] . Quality signal heritability is particularly difficult to estimate because the high environmental variance that contributes to quality signal variation can result in the same signal having different heritabilities when measured in different environments, years and populations [41, 42] . Meta-analysis suggest that many quality signals maintain moderate heritabilities that are similar to the heritabilities of life-history traits [43] .
(d) Evolutionary consequences
A fundamental question in evolutionary biology is: how is phenotypic and genetic diversity maintained in sexually selected traits, such as quality signals, when strong directional selection is expected to deplete additive genetic variation? To provide insight into this question, much research has examined the evolutionary consequences of sexual selection [43] [44] [45] .
Selection on quality signals will not reduce diversity if the genotypes that underlie quality signals are not under consistent, directional selection. Selection on quality signals typically appears directional during short-term experiments, but may actually vary under other contexts (such as predation) or across years. Such variation in selective pressure could stem from spatially or temporally variable selection, genotype by environment interactions, or indirect genetic effects [27, 46] . Even if certain genotypes are consistently favoured via sexual selection, there may be opposing forces that prevent stabilization of 'optimal' genotypes such as heterozygote advantage, life-history trade-offs, or sexual antagonism [44, 47] . Therefore, the genotypes that underlie quality signals likely experience complex, variable selection. Given the many factors that influence how selection acts on quality signals, we currently lack a general predictive framework for the evolutionary responses of quality signals. We can assert, however, that simple, directional selection on quality signals is unlikely to be as widespread as early research suggested [24] .
The evolutionary response to selection on quality signals depends on how quality signals develop. Early work suggested directional selection may not extinguish the variance that underlies quality signals because ornament development is influenced by the environment and many genes of small effect [31, 42] . More recent studies have found that the genetic architecture underlying quality signals is complex: highly polygenic, pleiotropic and with contextdependent allelic effects [45] . Such complexity makes it difficult to predict how selection on quality signals will influence the genome. Given the challenges associated with measuring the genetic basis of phenotypic plasticity, it may be some time before we have a clear understanding of the mechanistic architecture of ornaments and how this architecture responds to selection [45] .
While much work has focused on the factors that maintain phenotypic and genetic variation in quality signals, signals may actually have low standing genetic variation open to selection. Directional selection and moderate heritability should produce at least some examples of rapid evolution, but there are very few examples of contemporary evolution in quality signals [48] , suggesting little variation is available to selection. One hypothesis is that opposing natural selection arising from pleiotropic effects on non-sexual fitness limits the evolutionary responses of sexually selected traits [48] . Alternatively, variation may not be maintained over evolutionary time. Instead, variation may be continuously replenished because the highly polygenic nature of quality signals presents large mutational targets [45] .
Decades of work on quality signals illustrates the value of considering the broad evolutionary consequence of selection on signallers. Thus far, it remains a complex topic with no clear answers. However, combining the rich history of field and laboratory studies with emerging genomic technologies has enormous potential to provide a new perspective on the evolutionary repercussions of quality signalling.
Strategy
Strategy signals are signals that convey information about two or more distinct behavioural types [49, 50] . For example, ruff sandpiper males (figure 1g,h) exhibit three genetically determined mating strategies: territorial lekking males, satellite males and female mimics The non-mimetic strategies have distinctive colour patterns that are coupled with behavioural differences in mating displays, territoriality and physical differences. Strategy signals are expected to evolve when individuals form strategy-dependent alliances, typically involving both cooperative and competitive elements [3] . Strategy signals can be used for sex recognition (figure 2c) or as signals of intra-sexual behavioural strategy. Some taxa have conditional strategy signals where strategies are based on factors such as age, status or season rather than genotype. [51] . Here, we focus on 'mixed strategy signals', genetically determined alternative strategies maintained at equilibrium by frequencydependent selection because they have more predictable evolutionary consequences than conditional strategy signals [51] .
(a) Type of selection
For multiple genetically determined strategies to be maintained in a population, the different strategies must have equal fitness over evolutionary time. A number of selective mechanisms have been identified that maintain the evolutionary stability of alternative strategies. In some taxa, morph frequency influences social interactions such that rare morphs are favoured. For example, in side-blotched lizards, three colour morphs (large territorial, small territorial, sneaker) are maintained in the population because males with a rare phenotype are favoured during male-male interactions [52] . Context-dependent fitness is also an important mechanism that maintains multiple strategies. When fitness is context-dependent, the success of a strategy varies across the biotic or abiotic environment. For example, in Gouldian finches there is a trade-off between competition and parental care, so 'aggressive' red morphs are favoured in some social environments and 'parental' black rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160347 morphs are favoured in other social environments [53] . Additional work on wild Gouldian finches will be important to establish how selection acts on the morphs in natural environments. Negative assortative mating can also maintain multiple strategy signals in a population. For example, coloration in white and tan white-crowned sparrow morphs is associated with behavioural differences (e.g. aggression and parental care). The strategies mate disassortatively, ensuring that parental roles are balanced between mated pairs and maintaining both morphs in the population [54] .
(b) Variation
Strategy signals are expected to have multimodal frequency distributions, with the number of modes corresponding to the number of strategies (figure 2c). Assuming strategy signals reflect non-overlapping alternative strategies, the modes are predicted to be discrete with low variation within each mode (as long as there is no additional information signalled within strategies). Many strategy signals are bimodal, reflecting two discrete strategies, but there are examples of taxa with three discrete strategies (e.g. ruffs and side-blotched lizards [52, 55] ).
(c) Development
By definition, genetically determined strategies are heritable and have low levels of condition dependence [55] [56] [57] , so strategy signals are expected to have similar development. Few studies have applied modern genomic techniques to achieve a nuanced assessment of the genetic basis of signals related to reproductive strategy. Identifying the genetic architecture of strategy signals is important because signal morphs differ in numerous ways, including aspects of behaviour, life history, physiology and morphology. What is the basis of the correlations between colour and other aspects of the phenotype? In ruff sandpipers, the development of different morphs is determined by a supergene caused by a chromosomal inversion [58] . The supergene codes for the distinctive coloration associated with strategy, as well as numerous other associated phenotypes. Similarly, white-throated sparrows have a chromosomal inversion polymorphism that codes for variation in plumage and social behaviour linked with strategy [54] .
Signals of sex (strategy signals associated with sex recognition) are also linked with suites of behavioural and physiological differences. In the future, it will be interesting to consider the similarities and differences in the developmental mechanisms that underlie inter-and intra-sexual strategy signals. For example, much work on sex differences explores how cross-sex genetic correlations limit the evolution of optimal phenotypes [59] . An intriguing possibility is that there might be similar constraints on intra-sexual strategies.
Overall, continued work on the genetic architecture of strategy signals will be important to understand the basis of strong correlations between strategy signals and other aspects of the phenotype as well as the form and intensity of selection on the correlated traits.
(d) Evolutionary consequences
The evolutionary consequences of signals of (genetically based) reproductive strategy provide an interesting contrast with signals of individual identity. Like identity signals, strategy signals are heritable and often under negative frequency-dependent selection. However, instead of increasing genetic diversity like identity signals, strategy signals can constrain adaptation, reduce evolutionary stability and contribute to speciation [60] [61] [62] .
Selection on strategy signals has interesting evolutionary consequences because selection does not act on the signal alone. Instead, strategy signals are tightly linked with behaviour, morphology and physiology. Correlations among traits will constrain adaptation if the direction of selection is not on the same axis as the trait correlations, or if multiple traits are selected in different ways [61] . Selection on correlated traits can also reduce evolutionary stability if selection breaks down co-adapted gene complexes [62] . Strategy signals can potentially facilitate reproductive isolation and speciation [63] , likely because the fitness landscape of correlated traits is context-dependent. As a result, different abiotic environments may push populations in different directions, potentially leading to reproductive isolation [64] . Macroevolutionary and phylogenetic studies provided good evidence that genetically determined polymorphisms, including strategy signals, alter the rate of speciation [60, 65] .
There is extensive variation within the category 'strategy signals' that will influence how these signals evolve. First, the mechanism that maintains the link between the signal itself and other aspects of the phenotype will influence evolutionary response. For example, strategies based on chromosomal inversions may often to lead to speciation, while strategies based on pleiotropy may trigger speciation or polymorphism, depending on the strength of selection and/or reproductive isolation arising from the alternative strategies. Second, the type of selection acting on strategy signals will influence evolutionary response. Disassortative mating has very different evolutionary consequences than negative frequency-dependent selection. Future work that considers both factors should improve our ability to predict evolutionary responses to selection on strategy signals.
Conclusion
Overall, communication is a key factor that shapes phenotypic and genetic diversity in social animals. During communication, signallers benefit by conveying information to receivers. The type of information signallers are favoured to broadcast has wide-ranging effects on animal phenotypes and genotypes. As a result, signals that convey different kinds of information differ in terms of the type of selection acting on signallers, patterns of phenotypic variation, developmental mechanisms and evolutionary consequences (table 1) .
The framework developed here may be useful for future behavioural and evolutionary research on animal coloration. For example, understanding how communication shapes patterns of phenotypic variation allows researchers to quickly identify likely functions of colour variation prior to detailed experiments. Moderately variable, unimodal traits are good candidates for quality signals, while bimodal traits that have low within-mode variation are good candidates for strategy signals. Identifying putative signal function via phenotypic variation will be most straightforward when traits have a single, primary function, but may be difficult when phenotypes are a compromise between multiple competing functions.
Considering animal coloration from a signalling perspective may clarify some previous research on the evolution of coloration. For example, 'colour polymorphism' is often treated rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160347 as a homogenous group. However, colour polymorphism can arise through multiple selective mechanisms in both signalling and non-signalling contexts, so we miss important nuance by considering different types of colour polymorphism jointly. For example, some consider both identity signals and strategy signals to be colour polymorphisms [63, 66] , though the two signal types have very different evolutionary consequences (table 1) .
Given the growth of genomic data in non-model organisms, there are exciting opportunities for future work on the genetic architecture of signals, as well as how selection on signals influences animal genotypes. Additional data on the genetic architecture of signals will be particularly important because much is still unknown about the genetic architecture of complex traits. For example, a recent study found that 70% of the quantitative variation in body size in carpenter ants is explained by changes in DNA methylation patterns on a single gene [67] . This result is surprising because quantitative traits, like size, are typically thought to be influenced by complex suites of alleles at multiple loci. Whether signals are influenced by regulatory variation at a single locus or multiple loci will strongly influence the signal's response to selection, as well as the broader evolutionary consequences of selection.
This review focuses on three types of intraspecific signals, but the general approach can be applied to signals that reveal other types of information. Candidates for future studies include signals of Fisherian attractiveness, genetic compatibility (e.g. species recognition), kinship and presence [3] . The framework is also relevant to some interspecific signals. For example, prey that signal presence dishonestly to apostatic, prey-switching predators experience negative frequencydependent selection and have highly variable phenotypes similar to individual identity signals [68] . By identifying the information present in colour-based signals as well as the nature of selection operating on this variation, we can begin to construct a predictive framework for understanding the evolutionary consequences of signalling.
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